Based on the soft formal analysis, in this article, the countability of soft topological space is studied. The soft neighborhoods basis of soft points is defined in the soft topology, and the properties of soft basis and soft neighborhoods basis are given. The countable axioms are defined in the soft topological space over the soft formal context, the examples are illustrated for the first countable axioms and the second countable axioms. The properties of the countable axioms are studied, and all the results can be implied to the soft rough topological space.
Introduction
Topology [1] began with the investigation of certain questions in geometry and became one of the great unifying ideas of mathematics( [2] , [3] ). Formal concept context [4] - [5] , rough set citePawlak, [7] , soft set [8] - [9] are widely used in the uncertainty theory which is very popular in computer sciences, economics, social sciences and more and more researchers study these fields(can see [10] - [28] ).
Many researchers studied the topological properties in the soft set , and defined the soft topological space, for example, the soft topology was firstly proposed by Shabir and Naz in [29] . In [30] , the authors had further study on the characteristics of soft topological spaces. In [31] , the author defined some topological operators and discussed the topological structures over the soft rough formal context which was proposed in [28] , furthermore, in [32] , [33] the researchers studied the connectedness, compactness on soft topology, respectively, and defined soft topological product space in [34] .
In this article, we mainly discuss the countable axioms of the soft topology . The rest of this article is listed as followings. In section 2, some basic notions of rough concept formal soft sets, soft topology , soft rough topology, and soft topological product space are reviewed concisely. In section 3, we define the soft basis and soft neighborhoods basis in the soft topological space, and discuss their related properties. In section 4, we give the definitions of the countable axioms, illustrate them with examples, and study their properties over the soft topology space. Meanwhile, we point out all the results related to soft basis and soft neighbourhood basis obtained in the soft topology can hold in the soft rough topology. In conclusion,we summarize the article in section 5. 
Related Basic Theoretical Knowledge

Definition 2.2. molodsov
Let U be an initial universe set and E be a parameters set. Let P(U ) be the power set of U , A ⊂ E. Then a pair (F, A) is called a soft set over U , where F : A → P(U ) is a mapping.
That is, the soft set is a parameterized family of subsets of the set U . Every set F (e), ∀e ∈ E, from this family may be considered as the set of e-elements of the soft set (F, E), or considered as the set of e-approximate elements of the soft set. According to this manner, we can view a soft set (F, E) as consisting of collection of approximations: (i) If B1 ⊆ B2 , and ∀x ∈ B1 ⊆ B2, having F (x) ⊆ F1(x), then the soft sets (F, B1) is a soft subset of the soft set (F1, B2), denoted as (F, B1) ⊂(F1, B2).
(ii) Two soft sets (F, B1) and (F1, B2) on the rough soft formal context (G, M, R, F ) are said soft equal , if (F, B1) ⊂(F1, B2), and (F1, B2) ⊂(F, B1). We simply denote by (F, B1) = (F1, B2). (v) (F, B) is said to be a relative whole soft formal set denoted by G, if ∀x ∈ B, F (x) = G.
(vi) The union of (F1, B1) and (F2, B2) is the soft formal set (H,
(vii) The intersection of (F1, B1) and (F2, B2) is the soft formal set (H, C) is denoted as (F1, B1)∩ (F2, B2) and is defined as (F1, B1) ⊓ (F2, B2) = (H, C), where C = B1 ∩ B2, and ∀e ∈ C, H(e) = F1(e) ∩ F2(e). Definition 2.5. [29] Let (G, M, F ) be a soft formal context with the objects set G and attributes set
(2) The union of any number of soft sets in τ belongs to τ , that is, τ is closed for the any union of soft sets .
(3) The intersection of any two soft sets in τ belongs to τ , that is, τ is closed for the finite intersection of soft sets.
Then the collection τ is called a soft topology over the soft formal context (simply called soft topology). The triplet (G, τ, M ) is called a soft topological space (simply called a soft topological space).
The members of τ are soft open sets in T , the relative complement
Definition 2.6. [34] Let (G1, τ1, M1) and (G2, τ2, M2) be soft topological spaces, then the soft topology τ over G = G1 ×G2 which has the soft basis
And, (G, τ, M1 × M2) is called soft product topological space of (G1, τ1, M1) and (G2, τ2, M2).
Remark 2.1. The authors defined rough formal context in [26] , and initiated the soft rough formal context T = (G, M, R, F ) in [28] , and based on this T , the author discussed the soft topological separated axioms , soft connectedness , soft compactness, etc, we can easily verify all the properties held in soft topology without considering rough operators, so, in the following, our discussion will be based on the general soft topological space.
Soft Neighborhoods Basis and Soft Basis
In this essay, unless otherwise specified, (G, τ, M ) indicates a soft topological space where G is objects set, M is attributes set. and
Similarly, for two soft sets (F1, B1),
In fact we can define simply the soft neighborhood of x as following: 
is the soft neighborhood of (F1, B1).
Denotation: Clearly, any point x ∈ G, x can have many different soft neighborhoods, for the convenience, the collection Ux = {(F, B) | (F, B) ∈ τ such that x ∈ (F, B)} is denoted as the class of all the soft neighborhoods of x, it is also called the soft neighborhoods system.
is the soft union of elements in B ′ , then, B is a soft basis of (G, τ, M ). (2) Assume that (R, τ, M ) is soft real topological space, then , B = {((a, b) 
Remark 3.1. In reference [34] , the authors discussed the soft basis in the soft topological space. It is easy to testify all the results about soft basis holding in the soft rough topological space. We omit the depiction of these properties in here and you can see it in [34] . Proof. ⇒ It is obvious. ⇐ If (F, B) = ϕ, then (F, B) is a soft open set. F, B) . Specially if ∀e ∈ B ′ , F (e) = {x}, then this soft set can be denoted as ({x}, F, B) .
That is, each neighborhood of x contains x, and G is a soft neighborhood of its points.
That is, the intersection of any soft neighborhood of x is also a soft neighborhood of x. B1) , and ∀y ∈ (F2, B2), then (F2, B2) ∈ Uy.
That is, each soft neighborhood of x contains a soft neighborhood of x that is also a soft neighborhood of each of its points. 
Secondly, check the uniqueness of Ux.
Suppose that ∀x ∈ G, U * x is another soft neighborhoods of soft point x in τ , we need to prove that
Lastly, test the uniqueness of τ over G. Suppose that τ ′ ia any soft topology over G, such that ∀x ∈ G, Ux is a soft neighborhoods of soft point 
Clearly, the class of all soft neighborhood of x is a soft neighborhood basis. {(F, B) |∀e ∈ B, F (e) = (a, b) ⊆ R, a, b ∈ R} is the soft basis of (R, τ, M ). If we take a, b ∈ Q ⊆ R, then B is a countable set. ∀x ∈ (F, B) , ∃εx > 0, s.t. x ∈ ((x − εx, x +  εx), B) ⊂(F, B) . Taking ax, bx ∈ Q, s.t. x − εx < ax < x < bx < x + εx. We get
Countability for the Soft Topological Space
x ∈ ((ax, bx) F, B) is the sof t union of elements in B, and B is a countable set ⇒ (R, τ, M ) has a countable basis.
Hence, (R, τ, M ) is second countable. What's more, if any soft topological space has a soft uncountable discrete subspace, then it can't be second countable. Hence,(G, τ, M ) is first countable.
Uy|Y is a sof t neighborhood of y ∈ τ |Y . Similarly, if (G1, τ1, M1) is first countable, then (G2, τ2, M2) is also first countable. From the above discussion, it is obvious that this paper processes the countable axioms of the soft topology, explains the soft basis and soft neighborhoods basis in the soft topological space, and illustrates their properties, defines the countable axioms through examples, and studies their properties over the soft topology space. Through these, we want to say that all the results related to soft basis and soft neighbourhood basis obtained in the soft topology can be held in the soft rough topology. Our study can provide a new idea for the data stratification.
